
For more information, contact your local Pelco sales representative today.

EASY-TO-INSTALL & REPAIR 
Water-resistant design and stainless 
steel variant make it easy to clean, 
and repairing parts is simple using 
conventional tools without having to 
remove the entire camera, minimizing 
downtime.

ONVIF® COMPLIANT 
ONVIF Profile S, G and T 
compliance allows for easy 
integration with existing ONVIF 
infrastructures. 

VANDAL & WATER-RESISTANT 
Rated IK10+ for impact up to 50 joules 
enhancing vandal resistance, IP66/67 
Type 4x* for water resistance enabling 
indoor and outdoor use, and anti-ligature 
to meet requirements in corrections and 
healthcare applications.

SMART ANALYTICS, POWERED 
BY MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS  
Detects and classifies objects 
for greater accuracy and faster 
responses.

SARIX® CORNER CAMERA 3 SERIES 
VANDAL-RESISTANT VIDEO SECURITY SOLUTION FOR HIGH-THREAT ENVIRONMENTS

The Sarix® Corner Camera 3 Series is a vandal-resistant solution that delivers comprehensive video coverage of small/medium-sized areas. With an 
IK10+ 50-joule impact rating, visual/audio recording capabilities and steel construction, this security camera is ideal for environments where there is a 
risk of tampering or destruction. In addition, the Sarix Corner Camera 3 Series is easy to install, maintain and repair. Replacing parts, such as the lens 
or covers, is simple using conventional tools, enabling facilities to keep the camera installed and minimizing downtime. As it is NDAA compliant, this 
camera is ready for open connectivity with Pelco’s VideoXpert software and leading partner VMS’. 

TOTAL COVERAGE 
Wall-to-wall and floor-to-ceiling 
coverage of high-security 
spaces.

EXTENDED TEMPERATURE 
RANGE 
Continuously records between  
-40 °C to 55 °C  (-40 °F to 131 °F).  

INVISIBLE IR LED LIGHT  
Makes the monitoring less obtrusive.  

AUDIO RECORDING  
CAPABILITIES 
Records audio evidence via a  
built-in microphone (that can be  
disabled if desired) for added 
situational awareness of the 
environment. 
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5-YEAR WARRANTY

3 MP 5 MP

H.264 & H.265 WITH SMART 
COMPRESSION TECHNOLOGY 
Optimizes compression levels in a 
scene to help maximize bandwidth 
savings and keep storage costs down 
while preserving image quality. 

*Stainless steel models
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